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(Issued and Effective December 23, 2002)

BY THE COMMISSION:

INTRODUCTION

On December 31, 2001, Corning Natural Gas Corporation

(Corning or the company) proposed to increase its annual gas

revenues by $1.8 million (7.3%) starting in 2002.  We suspended

Corning’s rate filing and initiated this proceeding to examine

the company’s proposals.

In accordance with the schedule set for this

proceeding, Department of Public Service Staff filed testimony

in opposition to the rate filing on June 7, 2002.  Thereafter,

on June 28, 2002, Corning submitted rebuttal testimony in

defense of its positions.  An evidentiary hearing was scheduled

to begin on July 22, 2002; however, the hearing was put off to

provide the opposing parties an opportunity to use alternative

dispute resolution.

As early as mid-March 2002, Corning and Staff had met

with other parties to consider a settlement of the contested
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issues.  Notice of their efforts was given in accordance with

the requirements of 16 NYCRR 3.9 and Corning provided a month

for the settlement discussions.1  But, the parties’ initial

efforts did not succeed.  Subsequently, they requested a

mediator from the Office of Hearings and Alternative Dispute

Resolution to assist them; and, on August 26, 2002, they entered

into a Joint Proposal.2

On August 28, 2002, notice of the Joint Proposal was

issued to provide the public an opportunity to submit comments.

In addition, Commissioner Neal Galvin and the presiding officer

conduct a public hearing in the City of Corning on September 10,

2002 to obtain local statements about the rate filing and the

Joint Proposal.

Not only have Corning and Staff endorsed the Joint

Proposal, it is supported by the Bath Electric, Gas and Water

Systems.3  No one either at the hearing or in the comments we

have received has directly opposed the Joint Proposal.

Nonetheless, a speaker and two correspondents are opposed to any

gas rate increase at this time given recent price increases for

gas supplies, the economic conditions that exist in the service

area, and the difficulties that residential, commercial and

business customers face when prices for utility services go up.

No other public comments have been received in this case.

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
CONTAINED IN THE JOINT PROPOSAL

Instead of the $1.8 million rate increase Corning

originally proposed, the Joint Proposal calls for the company to

obtain a $874,500 (3.5%) increase starting in 2003.  It also

                    
1 Consequently, the suspension period in this case extends to

December 31, 2002.
2 On October 30, 2002, Corning and Staff filed an addendum to

the Joint Proposal that clarifies several of its provisions.
3 The Bath Electric, Gas and Water Systems is the municipal

local distribution company that serves the Village of Bath.
As a Corning customer, it obtains gas supplies from a
connection to the interstate pipeline system that Corning
controls.
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envisions that the company will freeze rates for the rate years

beginning in 2004 and 2005.

Due to the proposed increase in minimum charges, a

typical residential heating customer would experience a 4.6%

increase (including gas costs and taxes) in Corning and a 5.8%

increase in Hammondsport.  General service class and residential

customers in Corning, and non-heating residential customers in

Hammondsport, would experience minimum charge increases about

twice the overall percentage increase to reflect the results of

the cost-of-service study provided in this case.  The rate

increases applicable to firm transportation service customers in

Corning and Hammondsport would be tempered to reflect the cost-

of-service study results.  Industrial transportation customers

in Corning would experience about a 13% increase net of gas

costs and taxes.  No opposition was filed in this case to the

proposed revenue allocations and rate design proposals.

The Joint Proposal would also resolve two hotly

debated issues--the allocation of common and joint costs to

Corning and its affiliates; and, the steps needed to sustain the

utility company’s financial solvency.

Corning is affiliated to an appliance store, a strip

mall, a real estate brokerage firm, a mortgage company, and a

tax preparation service company, all of which have little to do

with the public utility operations.  Staff alleged that Corning

had allocated too few of its costs to the affiliates; the

company maintained that its allocations were proper.  The Joint

Proposal resolves this issue by allocating a greater portion of

management’s time to the non-utility functions and by increasing

the amount of assets and plant assigned to the other businesses.

It also increases the factor used to allocate operating expenses

to the affiliates.  Further addressing this controversy, the

Joint Proposal requires Corning to hire an independent auditor

to perform a cost study to be used the next time.

As to Corning’s financial integrity, in recent years

the company has paid large common stock dividends and has

allowed its equity position to become too thin.  To increase its

equity capital, Corning has stopped paying cash dividends.  The
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Joint Proposal continues to suspend any cash dividend payments

until the company achieves a 30% equity ratio.  The Joint

Proposal also requires management to use its best efforts over

the next 30 months to obtain $1.5 million of additional equity

financing when favorable market conditions exist.  As long as

Corning honors its commitments, the Joint Proposal will permit

it to retain the additional earnings provided in rates to

increase the firm's retained earnings and restore its financial

health.  Corning’s failure to honor its commitments would result

in the additional earnings remaining in a deferred account for

future Commission action.

With respect to other important matters addressed in

the Joint Proposal, the parties have detailed the revenue and

expense estimates they used for the three year rate plan.  This

ensures that the parties will have no misunderstandings about

the revenue requirements and accounting conventions they used.

Confusion on such matters occurred in Corning's last rate case.

The parties have taken great pains to avoid any reoccurrence of

such events here.

The Joint Proposal’s treatment of two expense items is

also noteworthy:  pension and post retirement benefit (OPEB)

expenses, and rate case expenses.  As of January 2001, the

company had overcollected $758,000 for its pension and OPEB

expenses.  Of this amount, $600,000 will be used for ratemaking

purposes to offset expected undercollections in upcoming years.

The remainder will remain available (and not be amortized) for

consideration in a future rate proceeding.

Due to the serious disputes at issue in this case,

Corning incurred $260,000 in legal and rate case expenses.  The

company volunteered in the Joint Proposal to limit its recovery

to $200,000 and to amortize this amount over three years.4

With respect to Corning's gas operations, the Joint

Proposal requires the company to use its best efforts to release

                    
4 The Joint Proposal does not permit Corning to make any

deferrals or amortizations except those specified in the
proposal, or as permitted by express Commission policy or
action.
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the excess capacity it holds on the interstate pipeline system.

The company will suffer the financial consequences if it

continues to hold too much capacity.  Corning will hire a

consultant to assist its asset management and gas procurement

process.

Finally of note, to promote gas system safety the

Joint Proposal requires Corning to adhere to the standards and

requirements of a gas safety plan.  The plan specifies the

amount of bare steel pipe and service lines that must be

replaced each year.  It also requires the company to add

cathodic protection to steel pipes to protect them from

corrosion.  Further, the plan requires Corning to attend to

pipeline leaks on a timely basis and to implement a quality

assurance program.

SUPPORTING STATEMENTS

Corning

In its statement supporting the Joint Proposal,

Corning acknowledges the need for proper cost allocations among

affiliated companies and for action to improve its financial

health.  The company defends its past practices that sought to

use the affiliated ventures to reduce costs that the utility

company would otherwise bear.  However, in recognition of its

differences with Staff, the company is willing to compromise its

position to ensure the utility company's solvency.

Corning also points out that it has maintained

reasonable prices for its gas distribution services in recent

years but, due to a lack of business growth, it now needs a rate

increase.  It is willing to abide by the Joint Proposal’s

requirements in order to obtain the institutional financing, and

secure the financial health, it requires to provide safe and

reliable service.

Corning believes that the proposed $875,000 increase

can be adopted because gas supply costs are expected to go down

by about $895,000 over the next three years due to the release

of the company's interstate pipeline capacity that is no longer
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needed.  The Joint Proposal ensures that gas customers will

obtain the benefits of the pipeline capacity releases.

The company also believes the proposed rate increase

is justified by the cost increases it has experienced for

insurance, pensions, depreciation, interest expense and the

effects of inflation on other costs.  Further, Corning points

out that its officers will forgo a portion of the salary

increases originally requested to gain support for the rate plan

proposed here.  Thus, Corning urges us to authorize a delivery

rate increase in January 2003 with a rate freeze extending to

2006.

Staff

Staff believes the terms of the Joint Proposal are in

the public interest, having determined that the utility company

needs a rate increase to continue to provide reliable service.

Staff supports the Joint Proposal because it obtains assurances

from Corning's management that the company's assets and

performance will improve, and gas safety will be assured.

Overall, Staff states that the Joint Proposal provides a

fiscally sound rate plan that can be used to preserve Corning’s

financial standing.

Like Corning, Staff is concerned about the company’s

financial stability and ability to provide utility service.  It

believes the proposed rate increase will begin to return the

company to a secure financial condition over three years, with

its measures to enhance retained earnings and assure continued

access to equity and debt financing.

Staff also supports the Joint Proposal provisions that

adjust the company's pension expense for recent stock market

volatility and for management’s past practices.  Staff favors

the Joint Proposal’s approach to affiliated transactions and

intercompany cost allocations, providing for further study and

the services of an independent expert.  Further, Staff supports

the provisions requiring interstate pipeline capacity reductions

and assuring that gas safety measures will be implemented.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

From our review of the Joint Proposal, our examination

of Corning’s rate filing and our consideration of the record in

this case, we find that the proposed rate plan provisions are in

the public interest.  To begin, we observe that the terms of the

Joint Proposal are not opposed by any of the parties who

actively participated in this case.  Also, the few public

comments we received only express general concern about the

undesirability of a rate increase at this time.  They do not

criticize any of the Joint Proposal’s specific provisions nor do

they suggest any other reasonable results for us to consider.

Thus, our detailed assessment of the Joint Proposal’s terms

leads us to conclude that they provide acceptable benefits for

gas customers in the Corning service area.

Specifically, we find that the Joint Proposal’s

treatment of the disputed intercompany cost allocation issues

presents a reasonable resolution for us to adopt.  The ultimate

amounts supported by both parties fall within a range of results

that are supported by the record and that we can accept.  Most

importantly, the Joint Proposal provides a framework that will

use the expertise of an outside consultant to assist the company

and Staff to obtain cost allocations that may not be subject to

dispute in the future.

We also find that the Joint Proposal’s resolution of a

troubling pension expense matter to be constructive and an aid

to the other efforts being established to sustain Corning’s

financial well-being.  Its provisions restore pension funds that

can be used to cover expected underrecoveries in the next few

years.  This approach helps to reduce and control the company’s

need for rate relief during the three-year rate plan and it

should therefore be adopted.

Turning to the Joint Proposal’s financial provisions,

the portion of the rate increase that is being provided to

increase the company’s retained earnings, and thereby to assist

its efforts to increase its equity position, is acceptable

because Corning has committed itself to earnest efforts to

obtain an equity infusion from investors on reasonable terms.
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We are also accepting these provisions because the company has

restricted the payment of cash dividends while it achieves a

more acceptable capital structure.

Further, we endorse the Joint Proposal’s terms that

promote the safe operation of the gas distribution system.  As

to the interstate pipeline capacity Corning will release, such

action is expected to assist the competitive market developments

we seek to establish throughout the State.  Finally, we are

aware that Corning and Staff are working on a gas rate

restructuring plan for this company as required by the

Commission in Case 97-G-1380.  We expect the parties to present

their efforts for our review in the near future.  Accordingly,

we shall adopt all the terms and provisions of the Joint

Proposal and require that they be implemented.

The Commission orders:

1.  The terms, conditions and provisions of the

Corning Natural Gas Corporation Joint Proposal and addendum

attached to this order are adopted and hereby incorporated and

made a part of this order.

2.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation shall submit a

written statement of unconditional acceptance of this order,

signed and acknowledged by a duly authorized officer of the

company by no later than December 31, 2002.  If an acceptance is

not filed, the adoption of the terms of the Joint Proposal may

be revoked.  Corning's acceptance statement should be filed with

the Secretary of the Commission and be served on the parties to

this proceeding.

3.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation is directed to

file with the Secretary of the Commission, and to serve all

parties, the tariff amendments necessary to implement the

requirements of this order by no later than December 31, 2002,

to become effective on January 1, 2003.  The company is also

directed to take all other action necessary to implement the

requirements of this order as soon as it is reasonably possible

to do so.  Any comments on the proposed tariff amendments must

be received at the Commission’s office within ten days of
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service of the tariff amendments.  The amendments shall not

become effective on a permanent basis until approved by the

Commission.

4.  The requirement of the Public Service Law that

newspaper publication be completed prior to the effective date

of the amendments is waived, but the company is directed to file

with the Commission, not later than six weeks following the

effective date of the amendments, proof that a notice of the

changes set forth in the amendments and their effective date has

been published for four consecutive weeks in a newspaper having

general circulation in the service territory of the company.

5.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation is directed to

cancel, effective no later than December 31, 2002, the following

tariff amendments and supplements:

Amendments to Schedule P.S.C. No. 1 – Gas

Third Revised Leaves Nos. 62, 63
Eleventh Revised Leaves Nos. 36, 59
Sixteenth Revised Leaf No. 31
Twenty-Fourth Revised Leaf No. 29
Thirty-First Revised Leaf No. 28
Thirty-Ninth Revised Leaf No. 20-A
Forty-Fifth Revised Leaf No. 21
Fiftieth Revised Leaf No. 24

          Supplement No. 69
Supplement No. 70

Amendments to Schedule P.S.C. No. 2  – Gas

Seventh Revised Leaf No. 18
Eighth Revised Leaves Nos. 12, 16
Tenth Revised Leaf No. 9
Supplement No. 21
Supplement No. 22

Amendments to Schedule P.S.C. No. 3 – Gas

First Revised Leaves Nos. 113, 114
Fourth Revised Leaves Nos. 90, 91
Sixth Revised Leaf No. 71
Seventh Revised Leaf No. 110
Ninth Revised Leaf No. 94
Supplement No. 10
Supplement No. 11
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6.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation shall defer

annually $174,124 of additional revenues with the associated

federal and state income taxes.  If the company annually

demonstrates that it is working toward financial integrity, it

will be allowed to record the $174,124 net of taxes to income

and subsequently to appropriated retained earnings.  These

additional revenues net of the federal and state income tax

effects will remain in the Appropriated Retained Earnings

account until an actual regulated common equity ratio of 30% is

achieved.  Beginning January 1, 2006, the Corning Natural Gas

Corporation will continue to defer annually $174,124 of

additional revenues with the associated federal and state income

taxes until base rates are changed by the Commission.  The

disposition of any recorded deferred revenues commencing

January 1, 2006 and the associated deferred federal and state

income taxes will be determined by the Commission.

7.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation shall file, with

the Director of the Office of Accounting and Finance, no later

than forty-five (45) days after the conclusion of each of the

next three rate years a detailed earnings calculation in

accordance with the accounting and financial reporting

requirements contained in the Joint Proposal.

8.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation's annual earnings

calculation used for determining the achieved return on common

equity shall utilize the company's actual regulated capital

structure, net operating income derived on a ratemaking basis

and a rate base component derived on a ratemaking basis.  The

company will defer all excess earnings annually with the

associated deferred federal and state income taxes.

9.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation shall reconcile

the annual earnings calculations at the conclusion of the three-

year term of the Joint Proposal.  The earnings reconciliation

provides that the company may offset over-earning years with

under-earning years so that the cumulative achieved return on

common equity over the three year term will determine whether

any level of excess earnings have occurred.
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10.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation is directed to

use its best efforts to obtain $1.5 million of common equity

capital at the first opportunity when favorable market

conditions exist.  The company shall report the results of its

efforts and the progress it has made to the Director of the

Office of Accounting and Finance at six-month, eighteen-month,

and thirty-month intervals from the issuance of this order.

11.  Corning Natural Gas Corporation and its parent

company, Corning Corporation, are prohibited from issuing cash

dividends and from buying back any corporate stock until such

time as the companies achieve a capital structure consisting of

seventy (70) percent debt and thirty (30) percent equity

financing.

12.  No later than ten (10) business days before

either company issues any cash dividend or repurchases any

corporate stock, Corning Natural Gas Corporation and its parent

company shall notify the Director of the Office of Accounting

and Finance of any such plans.  In the event that the Department

of Public Service Staff is unable to verify the companies'

capital structure calculations in accordance with the

requirements of ordering clause 11 above, the companies shall

refrain from paying dividends and repurchasing stock for an

additional twenty (20) days to provide them an opportunity to

demonstrate their compliance.

13.  No later than forty-five (45) days following the

end of each fiscal quarter, Corning Natural Gas Corporation

shall submit to the Director of the Office of Accounting and

Finance the company's report containing the general ledger,

debt, common equity, and investment activity information

specified in the Joint Proposal.

14.  This proceeding is continued.

By the Commission,

(SIGNED) JANET HAND DEIXLER
Secretary
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I.  BACKGROUND

On December 31, 2001, Corning Natural Gas Corporation

(Corning Gas or the Company) filed with the New York State

Public Service Commission (Commission) a Gas Multi-year Rate

Plan and a separate Restructuring Proposal (Proposal).  In the

Rate Plan Proposal, Corning Gas proposed a three-year rate plan

with a revenue requirement increase of approximately $1.8

million in the first year (ending December 31, 2003) and a rate

freeze for two additional rate years (ending December 31, 2004)

and (ending December 31, 2005).  In the Rate Plan proposal,

Corning Gas made numerous accounting and rate change proposals

and cost of service adjustments.

In accordance with Commission rules, all parties to this

proceeding were notified in writing of the pendency of

negotiations, prior to their commencement, and notice of the

impending negotiations was duly filed with the Secretary of the

Commission by letter dated February 14, 2002.

Negotiations took place over the next several months, but

failed to produce an agreement between the parties.  On

June 7, 2002, Staff of the Department of Public Service (Staff)

filed testimony in the proceeding on both the rate and

restructuring proposals of Corning Gas.  Corning Gas submitted

rebuttal testimony on June 28, 2002.  The parties, with the help
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of a mediator from the Department’s Office of Hearings and

Alternative Dispute Resolution, reconvened negotiations on

July 22, 2002.  An agreement in principle was reached between

Corning Gas and Staff on July 25, 2002.  The Signatory Parties

(Corning Gas and Staff) believe that this Joint Proposal (JP)

will further the objectives of the Commission, giving fair

consideration to the interests of customers and shareholders

alike in assuring the provision of safe and adequate service at

just and reasonable rates.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE JP

This JP covers Corning Gas’ gas rates and service for the

period January 1, 2003 through December 31, 2005.  It results in

a gas revenue requirement increase of $874,518 for the first

year and freezes the resulting delivery service rates for the

second and third years of the JP.

This JP establishes certain cost allocations between

utility and non-utility business operations for the Corning

Corporation (Corporation), that includes the regulated gas

utility and the Appliance Company, which also owns several
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non-utility subsidiaries.1  The JP also includes details, timing

and cost recovery for an allocation study to be performed to

specify the proper cost allocations between the utility and non-

utility business functions.

This JP provides a mechanism for strengthening the

financial health of the Company.  Economic hard times in its

service territory, as well as the Company’s payment of a large

portion of earnings to shareholders through dividends over the

last several years, have greatly deteriorated the Company’s

equity ratio, making acceptable coverage of its interest expense

problematic.  Corning Gas is dangerously close to an inability

to procure institutional financing.  The JP includes a

financially stronger hypothetical capital structure for the

Company as well as several provisions that the Company shall

implement to aid it in achieving a healthy financial position.

Additionally, the JP resolves several issues concerning the

deferral and amortization of certain balance sheet credits and

debits.  The JP also addresses issues related to the gas supply

function, including capacity asset management.  The issues

                    
1 Corning Corporation owns a 100% interest of Corning Natural Gas
Appliance Corporation.  Corning Natural Gas Appliance
Corporation, in turn owns 100% of the following entities:
Corning Realty Associates, LLC, Foodmart Plaza, LLC, Tax Center
International, LLC, and Corning Mortgage, LLC (the business
activities of Corning Mortgage, LLC are conducted through two
joint ventures with an unrelated entity).
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associated with the restructuring proposal of the Company will

be addressed separate from this JP.

III. DEFINITIONS

1. “First Rate Year” means the twelve months ending
December 31, 2003.

2. “Second Rate Year” means the twelve months ending
December 31, 2004

3. “Third Rate Year” means the twelve months ending
December 31, 2005.

4. “Corning Gas” means the regulated utility gas
business.

5. “Corning Corporation” means the total corporation that
provides natural gas utility services and, which owns
the non-utility Appliance Company that in turn owns
unregulated non-utility subsidiaries.

6. “Gas Delivery Service Rates” means all services
associated with moving gas across its distribution
system.

7. “Prior Rate Plan” means the Corning Gas rate plan
established in Case 00-G-0354.

8. “General Allocator” means the factor used to allocate
costs between utility and non-utility when there
exists no direct basis for allocation.

IV. GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. It is understood that each provision of this JP is in

consideration and support of all the other provisions and each

provision is expressly conditioned upon acceptance by the

Commission of this JP in its entirety without change.  If the
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Commission fails to adopt this JP according to its terms without

change, then the parties to the JP shall be free to pursue their

respective positions in this proceeding without prejudice.

2. The terms and conditions of the JP apply solely to,

and are binding on each Signatory Party only in the context of,

the purposes and results of this JP.  None of the terms and

provisions of this JP, nor any methodology or principle utilized

herein, and none of the positions taken herein by any Signatory

Party may be referred to, cited or relied upon by any other

Signatory Party in any fashion as precedent or in any other

proceedings before the Commission, or any other regulatory

agency, or before any court of law for any purpose except in

furtherance of the purposes and results of the JP.

3. The Signatory Parties recognize that certain

provisions of this JP require that actions be taken in the

future to effectuate fully this JP.  Accordingly, the Signatory

Parties agree to cooperate with each other in good faith in

taking such actions.

4. The Signatory Parties agree that Corning Gas

will file tariffs in a manner consistent with the terms of this

JP.

5. In the event of any disagreement over the

interpretation of this JP or the implementation of any of the

provisions of this JP, which cannot be resolved informally among
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the parties, such disagreement shall be resolved as follows:

the parties promptly shall confer and in good faith shall

attempt to resolve such disagreement.  If any such disagreement

cannot be resolved by the parties within fifteen (15) business

days from notification to a Signatory Party or a longer period

if agreed to by the Signatory Parties, the matter shall be

submitted to an Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) designated by the

Chief ALJ for a determination on an expedited basis using

alternative dispute resolution techniques or such other

procedures as the ALJ decides are appropriate under the

circumstances.  Within fifteen (15) days from the ALJ’s

decision, any party may petition the Commission for relief from

the ALJ’s determination on the disputed matter.

6. This JP is being executed in counterpart originals,

and shall be binding on each Signatory Party when the

counterparts have been executed.

7. The term of this JP (and the effectiveness of all of

its provisions) is from January 1, 2003 through December 31,

2005.

8. Except for notices or filings to the Department of

Public Service for which a recipient is otherwise specified in

this JP, all communications provided for herein or with

reference to this JP shall be deemed to have been sufficiently
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given or served for all purposes if sent by overnight courier

service, by hand or by facsimile, to the following addresses:

If to the Company:

Corning Natural Gas Corporation
330 West William Street
Corning, New York 14830
Attn: K. James Robinson, Executive VP

Rich May, A Professional Corporation
176 Federal Street
Boston, MA 02110
Attn: Eric Krathwohl, Esq.

If to Staff:

Secretary Janet Deixler
NYS Department of Public Service
Three Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12223-1350

Kimberly A. Harriman, Esq.
NYS Department of Public Service
Three Empire State Plaza
Albany, NY 12223-1350

or such other addresses as the parties may designate from time

to time by notice given in accordance with the foregoing.

V.  RATE PLAN

A. Revenue Requirement

The Signatory Parties have agreed upon revenue and expense

levels to be allowed as the basis for calculating revenue

requirement.  The revenue requirement established pursuant to

this JP involves several principles such as utility/non-utility

cost allocation, deferral of ratepayer debits and credits, and
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use of a hypothetical capital structure to strengthen the

Company’s financial position, all of which will be discussed

more fully below.

The JP utilizes the Company’s original rate filing of a

revenue increase of approximately $1.8 million as a starting

basis with several adjustments made by Staff, which are

contained in Appendix A, Schedule A and B.  The following is a

description of some of the adjustments to the Company’s initial

filing and are requirements of this JP.

1. Operating Revenues

The Signatory Parties agree that the Company’s initial

filing estimating revenues of $22,005,708 shall be increased by

$28,163.  This adjustment is made to include the revenues

associated with the minimum charge for Service Classification

No. 2 – Large Industrial Firm Sales Service. (PSC No. 1).

2. Operating Expenses

An Operating Expense of $22,023,183, after correction, was

filed in the rate proposal.  The Signatory Parties agree to

adjust the operating expenses by ($633,724).  Certain

adjustments were made to achieve this figure.  Those

adjustments, coupled with the rationale for the adjustments, are

described more fully below.
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a) Purchased Gas:

An adjustment of $17,182 was made to Purchased Gas,

increasing the figure in the Rate Plan proposal to $15,142,580.

As discussed in the adjustment made to Operating Revenues, a

corresponding adjustment of $17,182 must also be made to

Purchased Gas to reflect the increase in sales to Service

Classification No. 2 – Large Industrial Firm Sales Service

customers.  (PSC No. 1)

b) Payroll:

The issue of allocating costs between the utility and non-

utility business operations of Corning Corporation remains a

contentious issue between the Company and Staff.  In moving

forward with a proposal the Signatory Parties reached a

compromise on the allocation of the cost of the managerial

payroll between utility and non-utility business functions that

will be applied for the term of this JP.  The changes to Payroll

related expenses that stem from the revisions to payroll expense

are: Health Insurance ($121,370), Life Insurance ($4,463) and

Deferred Compensation Plan ($22,973).  Additionally, Staff

eliminated an accounting position requested by the Company and

limited the combined forecast salary increase for employees to

3.5%.  This revision in the allocation of managerial time to

non-utility business functions and additional adjustments to
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payroll results in a net change to payroll expense of

($145,876).

c) Transportation Equipment Costs

The Signatory Parties agree to an adjustment of($2,351).

In its original filing, the Company included certain insurance

costs in Transportation Equipment Expense.  These costs were

also included in Prepaid Insurance expense.

d)  Pre-Paid Insurance

The Signatory Parties agree to amend the Pre-Paid Insurance

costs by $15,705.  This reflects the application of Staff’s

allocation of various insurance costs and an update of the

latest known insurance premiums.

e)  Pension & Post Retirement Benefits

The Parties have agreed to adjust the Pension expense by

($73,273) and Post Retirement Benefits expense (OPEBs) by

($126,442).  Corning Gas, as of January 2001, amassed an

overcollection of Pension and OPEB Expenses of roughly $758,000.

Corning Gas applied this overcollection credit to offset the

rate reduction agreed to in Case 00-G-0354.  The Signatory

Parties agree that $600,000 of Pension and OPEB expense

overcollections shall be used, for ratemaking purposes, as an

offset against the forecasted undercollection of Pension expense

of $490,422 over the term of the JP and as more thoroughly

defined in Section VII of the JP.  Therefore, the Pension
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expense submitted by the Company in its original filing of

$367,829 will be reduced by a corresponding credit of ($73,273),

likewise, the OPEB Expense filed by the Company of $56,411 will

be offset by ($126,442), leaving a credit of ($70,031) annually.

f)  Inflation Based Expenses

Inflation Based Expenses track a set of Operation and

Maintenance (O&M) costs that are not previously individually

adjusted and, for the purposes of this agreement, are not easily

distinguishable between utility and non-utility business

functions.  The Signatory Parties agree that the General

Allocator of 27.06% shall be applied to the pool of Inflation

Based Expenses after the removal of Director Fees.

g)  Computer Lease

The costs associated with computer leases for Corning

Corporation will be derived through the application of the

General Allocator.  By applying a General Allocation of 27.06%

the Signature Parties agree to adjust this expense to the

Company’s filing by ($1,509).

h)  Rate Case Expense

In the Company’s initial filing rate case expense was

estimated at $120,000.  However, during the course of the

procedural process, the Company updated this cost to $260,000.

The Signatory Parties agree that since principle issues in the

proceeding concern utility/non-utility allocations and other
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corporate actions, Corning Gas is limited to actual incurred

current rate case expense not to exceed $200,000.  Additionally,

$10,848 remains in rate case expense from the previous rate

case.  The Company shall recover these expenses over the three-

year term of this agreement.  Therefore, an adjustment of

$26,667 is made to the Company’s initial filing for rate case

expense.

i)  Directors Fees

The Company’s filing provided for no allocation of Corning

Corporation Directors Fees to non-utility business functions

(Appliance Company Directors’ Fees were directly assigned in

total to non-utility operations).  The Signatory Parties agree

to a downward adjustment of ($2,435) to Corning Corporation

Directors’ Fees to reflect non-utility interests.

j)  Productivity Adjustment

The Company’s original filing did not contain a

productivity adjustment.  Staff proposed a 2% productivity

adjustment.  The Signatory Parties agree to a 1% productivity

adjustment of ($29,428).

k)  Depreciation Expense

The Signatory Parties agree to a depreciation expenses

adjustment of ($11,577).  This adjustment reflects the effect on

Depreciation Expense resulting from the net plant allocation

adjustment discussed further in Section VI of the JP.
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3. Taxes other than FIT

a) Revenue Taxes

An adjustment of ($88,372) was made to the Company’s

initial filing to reflect revised Company schedules.

b) Payroll Taxes

An adjustment of ($11,160) was made to the Company’s

presentation of Payroll taxes to track the adjustments to

Payroll expense.

c) Excess Dividend

The Company included Excess Dividends Taxes in its

calculation of Taxes Other Than Income Tax.  Staff’s adjustment

of ($10,797) reflects the elimination of this tax as part of the

budget process of 2000.  This tax was eliminated as of January

1, 2000.

4. Exercise of Commission Authority

Nothing in this JP shall prohibit the Commission (upon its

own motion or upon motion of a Signatory Party) from exercising

its ongoing statutory authority to act on the level of Corning

Gas’ rates (upward or downward) in the event of unforeseen

circumstances that, in the Commission’s judgment, have such a

substantial impact on the rate of return as to render the return

on the common equity devoted to Corning Gas’ operations

unreasonable, unnecessary, or inadequate for the provision of

safe and adequate service.
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VI. ALLOCATIONS

One of the most contentious issues that Staff and the

Company have negotiated concerns the allocation of costs between

the utility and non-utility business functions of Corning Gas

and the Appliance Corporation and its subsidiaries.  There are

three components to the allocation issue: the allocation of

managerial time to non-utility functions, and the resulting

impacts on payroll and payroll related expenses; the allocation

of costs associated with net plant; and the derivation and

application of the General Allocator to costs that are not

directly assignable to utility or non-utility business

functions.

The Signatory Parties agree that Corning Gas will allocate

a certain percentage of managerial time to the non-utility

business functions of Corning Corporation.  The following is a

list of managers and the time that Corning Gas and Corning

Corporation are to allocate to non-utility business functions:

A.  Tom Roye 20%
B.  Russ Miller  0%
C.  Gary Earley 20%
D.  Jim Robinson 33%
E.  Tom Barry 35%
F.  Phyllis Groeger 22%
G.  James Davis 60%
H.  Rick Thompson 52%
I.  Deborah Beer   9%
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The allocation of the managerial time for the above-listed

employees impacts payroll and payroll expense as addressed in

Section V of the JP.  The impact of this adjustment is contained

in Appendix A, Schedule C.

The Signatory Parties agree to use the allocation of costs

associated with Net Plant as proposed by Staff.  Appendix A,

Schedule D, details the manner in which net plant costs should

be allocated to the utility and non-utility business functions

for the term of the JP.

A General Allocator of 22.88% was originally proposed by

the Company.  After extensive negotiations on the cost

allocation issue, the Signatory Parties agree to use a 27.06%

General Allocator.  The General Allocator of 27.06% applies to a

variety of costs that are cannot be directly assigned to the

utility.  Appendix A, Schedule D, details the General Allocator

calculation.  Corning Gas agrees to record and book all

allocations as agreed to herein for the term of the JP.

The Signatory Parties, in reaching agreement on the three

components of the Cost Allocation issue, agree that further

study needs to be conducted on the issue of allocations.

Specifically, the issue of properly allocating managerial time

is at the heart of the dispute.  The Signatory Parties agree

that an independent entity shall be hired to perform a Cost

Allocation Study, (Study) for which the study time period shall
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be approximately six months in duration.  This Cost Study shall

focus on the time spent on utility and non-utility business

functions by managerial staff listed in Section IV of the JP.

Additionally, the Study shall factor in the level of

responsibility corresponding to each manager’s job title for

both utility and non-utility business functions.  The Signatory

Parties agree to meet collaboratively to discuss the

requirements for contracting an independent entity to perform

the Study.

The cost, both for consultants to perform the study and for

reasonable company expenses in connection with the Study, for

the Cost Allocations Study may not exceed $100,000.  If Corning

Gas, with Staff’s assistance, is unable to procure an

independent entity to perform the Cost Allocations Study for a

total cost as noted above, then the Signatory Parties shall

reconvene within thirty (30) days to discuss alternatives.  If

the Signatory Parties fail to reach an alternate solution in

this event, the alternative dispute resolution procedures in

Section IV of the JP shall be implemented.

Upon completion of the Cost Allocations Study, the

Signatory Parties agree to meet within thirty (30) days

collaboratively about the results of the Cost Allocations Study

and to agree collectively on the final outcome of the Cost

Allocations Study and its future implementation.  Failure to
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reach agreement on the results of the Cost Allocations Study

through informal negotiations will trigger the dispute

resolution provisions of the JP.

Because the Signatory Parties share the goal of improving

the Company’s finances, the parties agree that the Company may

defer in utility rates, in future anticipation of recovery, the

cost of the Cost Allocations Study, including reasonable and

related incremental costs of the Company.

VII. AMORTIZATIONS AND DEFERRALS

No deferrals and amortizations will be allowed during the

term of the Rate Plan except as allowed by Commission Policy, as

permitted by separate Commission action or as set forth in this

JP.  Amortizations will occur for the following items:

1.  Corning Gas was previously granted permission by the

Commission to defer on its books $233,960 of interest expense

associated with the purchase of natural gas during the 2001

fiscal year and $30,000 of expense associated with an increase

in uncollectable accounts.  Rate case expense, as discussed in

Section V of the JP is $210,849.  Corning Gas shall amortize

these costs over the three-year period of this JP.  Once the

amortization of interest expense, uncollectible expense and rate

case expense are completed, Corning Gas shall defer the

associated revenues and related federal and State income tax
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effects.  The disposition of these deferred credits will be

addressed in a future proceeding.

2. Pension and OPEB

As of January 2001, approximately $758,000 of Pension and

OPEB expense overcollections have been accumulated.  Corning Gas

has amortized $600,000 of these overcollections in order to

mitigate a rate reduction in Case 00-G-0354 (2000 rate

reduction).  The Signatory Parties agree that $600,000 of the

overcollection credits shall be used, for ratemaking purposes,

to offset the current undercollection of Pension expenses.

Corning Gas will cease amortizing the overcollection credits of

Pension and OPEB expenses to offset the 2000 rate reduction

prior to November 30, 2002.  The remaining overcollection credit

of $130,365 for OPEB expenses and $28,001 for Pension expenses

are not to be amortized.  These overcollection credits will be

addressed in a future proceeding.  Therefore, Corning Gas shall,

for ratemaking purposes, amortize $200,000 of overcollection

credits annually against the undercollection of Pension

expenses.  If new rates are not established as of January 1,

2006, the Company shall book a credit to expense equal to the

amount of the previously discussed $200,000 annual amortization

until such time as new rates are established.

Because the overcollection amount of $600,000 has already

been amortized on Corning Gas’ books for the period February
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2001 to November 2002 it shall not be entitled to deferral for

later recovery of the $200,000 annual offset to the

undercollection of Pension expense for the period of January 1,

2003 through December 31, 2005.

Corning Gas estimates that there is an undercollection for

Pension expenses of $490,4222 and Corning Gas shall amortize,

for ratemaking purposes, both the Pension and OPEB

overcollections as described herein, over the term of this JP.

3. Legislative, Regulatory and Related Actions

To the extent that new mandatory regulatory, legislative or

accounting changes or tax law changes, not specifically

addressed herein (including income, gross receipts tax, or other

state or federal tax expense, but excluding local real property

tax) become effective during the Rate Period covered by this JP,

the revenue requirement impacts of each specific change will be

quantified separately and, to the extent that each separate item

exceeds 5% of gas pre-tax utility income for the year in which

the change first occurs, it shall be deferred, with interest

accruing at the unadjusted customers deposit rate in a manner to

be determined by the Commission.  This provision shall not

prohibit refund or recovery of the revenue requirement impacts

of such changes to the extent expressly authorized by applicable

law.
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4. Generic Policy Case Actions

To the extent that mandatory changes not specifically

addressed herein due to generic policy decisions of the

Commission become effective during the Rate Period covered by

this JP, the revenue requirement impacts of each specific change

will be quantified separately and, to the extent that each

separate item exceeds 5% of gas pre-tax utility income annually,

it shall be deferred, with interest accruing at the unadjusted

customer deposit rate, for refund to or recovery from customers

in a manner to be determined by the Commission.  The same

treatment shall be afforded non-mandatory changes adopted by

Corning Gas as a result of generic policy decisions of the

Commission.  Consistent with the foregoing, the parties

recognize that generic policy decisions of the Commission will

be applicable to Corning Gas according to their terms unless

stayed by the Commission or a court or provided otherwise by the

Commission) during the Rate Period.

VIII.  RATE OF RETURN AND CAPITAL STRUCTURE

As discussed below, Corning Gas is faced with a situation

of increasing urgency as its financial condition has greatly

deteriorated over the last several years.  Its highly leveraged

capital structure has drawn the attention of its lending

institution.  Corning Gas’ bank is making financing terms more
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onerous and has indicated that if Corning Gas’ financial

circumstances do not improve, then the bank may not be willing

to continue providing Corning Gas with additional financing.

The Company can increase its equity ratio by increasing

revenues, lowering costs, or accessing the equity market.  This

agreement provides the Company incentives to proceed on all

three fronts.

A. Rate of Return

The Signatory Parties agree that the return on equity for

Corning Gas shall be 10.5%.  Because of the financial need to

increase retained earnings, and thereby its equity ratio,

Corning Gas is permitted to retain all the earnings that provide

a return on equity of between 10.5% and 11.5% to be used to help

increase retained earnings.  Corning Gas is required to share

50% customer 50% Company any earnings above a return on equity

of 11.5%.  Additionally, because building up Corning Gas’

retained earnings is so critical to its financial recovery,

Corning Gas shall file a detailed excess earnings calculation

with the Director of the Office of Accounting and Finance forty-

five (45) days after the conclusion of each rate year of this

JP.  If the Company’s actual experienced rate of return on

equity falls below 5.5%, Corning Gas is permitted to petition

the Commission for relief.
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B. Hypothetical Capital Structure

As discussed above, the financial health of Corning Gas is

important.  Corning Gas currently is too leveraged to be a good

credit risk.  While comparable average utility businesses enjoy

a 40% equity ratio, Corning Gas is presently at a 20% equity

ratio.  At this equity ratio it can be difficult to procure

financing from lending institutions.  Without ongoing financing

Corning Gas’ ability to provide high quality natural gas service

to its customers will be adversely affected.  Moreover, without

financing Corning Gas’ financial health could deteriorate into a

financial crisis.

Therefore, the Signatory Parties agree that, to be

financially stronger, Corning Gas shall be allowed earning based

upon a hypothetical capital structure, with a debt equity ratio

of 70% debt 30% equity, Appendix A, Schedule E.  By using a

hypothetical capital structure instead of its actual capital

structure, Corning Gas shall receive, contained in the rate

increase discussed in Section II of the JP, an amount of

$174,124 of additional revenues to be deferred by Corning Gas

annually with the associated federal and State income tax

effects, for potential recognition to income.  If Corning Gas

works towards financial integrity by taking the steps described

below, it will be allowed to record the $174,124 as revenues and

the associated federal and State income tax effects, thus
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increasing its retained earnings and reducing its leverage.

Corning Gas, however, is free to pursue actions, other than the

ones listed below, to improve its financial health.  Use of the

hypothetical capital structure for ratemaking purposes is solely

premised upon several Company actions:

1. Corning Gas shall in good faith endeavor to issue $1.5

million of common stock at such time Corning Gas reasonably

determines favorable market conditions for issuance at a

reasonable price exists, and shall consult with Staff on its

progress to issue the stock at the 6-month, 18-month and  30-

month point following implementation of the JP.

2. Corning Gas and Corning Corporation will not issue

cash dividends or buy back stock, thereby reducing its retained

earnings and negatively impacting its equity ratio, until its

actual regulated capital structure supports an equity ratio of

70% debt-30% equity.  If Corning Gas believes that it has

reached an actual regulated capital structure of 70% debt-30%

equity and plans to issue cash dividends or repurchase stock, it

must notify the Director of the Office of Accounting and Finance

and provide ten (10) business days for Staff to reply to the

Company’s position.  If Staff and Corning Gas disagree as to the

actual debt-equity ratio of the Company, Corning Gas must

further refrain from issuing cash dividends and/or repurchasing
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stock for twenty (20) business days after it notifies the

Director of Accounting and Finance.

3. Because Corning Gas is receiving a rate increase,

derived in part from the artificial capital structure, the

officers will be held to a combined annual salary increase,

including bonuses, of 3.5% of the previous year’s salary and

bonus during the terms of the JP.  The 3.5% limit shall be

calculated on an aggregate basis for all officers, so if the

total salary and bonus for year one for the group of officers

were $100,000, the year two salary and bonus amount could be up

to $103,500.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, bonuses to be paid

out of earnings of the Appliance Corporation or its

subsidiaries, which have already been approved by the Board of

Directors, may be paid according to their terms.  The payment of

bonuses, however, by the Appliance Corporation or any of its

subsidiaries shall not be included in meeting the allocations of

cost to non-utility business functions.

4. Corning Gas is not permitted to record the $174,124 to

revenues until it reaches several milestones in working towards

strengthening its financial position.  The $174,124 shall be

deferred annually by Corning Gas until it demonstrates that

actual average common equity has increased to the forecasted

average balance of $2,906,190 in rate year one, $3,533,788 in

rate year two, and $3,783,386 in rate year three. Appendix A,
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Schedule E, page 6.  These amounts are predicated upon the

issuance of $1.5 million in common stock.  If the annual average

actual common equity balances are not achieved due to

circumstances beyond the Company’s control, such as the

inability to issue $1.5 Million in common stock, the threshold

for booking the $174,124 of deferred revenues may be modified.

Upon a demonstration by the Company that circumstances beyond

its control prevent it from reaching the average actual common

equity balances, as stated herein, Staff and the Company will

meet to discuss the extent and scope of the modification to the

actual average common equity balances.  If Staff and the Company

do not reach agreement on such modification within fifteen (15)

business days after the Company’s presentation as described

above, than the matter shall be subject to the dispute

resolution provisions contained herein.

5. Corning Gas will file the following quarterly reports

(submitted 45 days following the end of the quarter) to the

Director of the Office of Accounting and Finance:

a) The General Ledger detailing the activity for each

account.  The General Ledger will be cumulative from the

beginning of each rate year and include balance sheet and income

statement accounts.

b) A report on all long and short-term debt for both

regulated and non-regulated entities of Corning Gas.
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c) A report on common equity balances by component for

both regulated and non-regulated activities.

d) A report detailing investment activity, including

buying and selling a non-utility business, in non-utility

activities by the Corning Corporation.

IX.   REVENUE ALLOCATION AND RATE DESIGN

A. Allocation of Rate Increase

The Signatory Parties agree that the rate increase of

$874,518 shall be allocated to all service classifications in

Corning Gas’ three operating areas, Corning (PSC No. 1), Bath

(PSC No. 2), and Hammondsport (PSC No. 3).

The Signatory Parties further agree that most of the

Company’s service classes should be allocated the overall

percentage increase (net of gas costs and taxes).  However,

certain classes should be afforded alternate treatment based on

the guidance provided by the results of the embedded cost of

service study (ECOS) filed by the Company.

Accordingly, the Signatory Parties agree to allocate larger

increases (1.75 and 2 times the overall percentage increase,

respectively) to the minimum charges of Service Classification

No. 1 General (PSC No. 1 Corning) and Service Classification No.

1 Residential (PSC No. 3 Hammondsport).  The results of the ECOS

study indicate that the minimum charges of both these classes
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(as well as the equivalent aggregation service) recovered well

under the minimum costs to serve including a portion of the main

component.

The Signatory Parties also agree that the increases to the

rates of Service Classification No. 6 Firm Transportation (PSC

No. 1 Corning) and Service Classification No. 4 Firm

Transportation (PSC No. 3 Hammondsport) should be limited to the

increases proposed by the Company in the original filing.  The

results of the ECOS study indicated that both these classes are

currently providing a class rate of return which exceeds the

system wide return by three to four times.

The resulting rates and impacts of the proposed revenue

allocation and rate design is shown in Appendix A, Schedule F.

The impact of the proposed increase on a typical Corning

residential heating customer is approximately 4.6% annually, and

approximately 5.8% annually on a typical Hammondsport

residential heating customer.  The impact on Corning Gas’

Service Classification No. 7, industrial transportation

customers, is approximately 13.2%, net of gas costs and taxes.

B. Weather Normalization

Corning Gas shall modify its existing weather normalization

clause by operating the clause during the months of October

through May, instead of October through June.  Further, this

clause will only apply during that time period when actual
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degree-days vary from the normal degree-days by more than 2.2%,

instead of 2% which is currently used by the Company.

X. GAS OPERATIONS

A. Lost and Unaccounted For Gas

The Signatory Parties agree that the Lost and Unaccounted

For Gas Factor (LAUF), which reflects the amount of gas that a

system loses or is unable to account for, for the Hammondsport

system is 1.0083% and for the Bath system is 1.0000% for the

term of the JP.  The Signatory Parties agree, in recognition of

the need to reduce system losses of gas, to a progressively

declining LAUF for the Corning Gas system.  Corning Gas shall

apply a LAUF of 1.02041% effective September 1, 2002, 1.01833%

effective September 1, 2003 and 1.01626% effective September 1,

2004, for the Corning system.  Additionally, Corning Gas shall

employ the methodology for calculating LAUF as set forth in

Appendix C and adopt the changes to the rules and regulations

regarding operation of the gas adjustment clause (GAC)

established in the April 13, 1999 Memorandum and Resolution by

the Commission revising 16 NYCRR §270.55 in Case 97-G1178.

B. Gas Capacity

The Signatory Parties agree that Corning Gas is holding 3

Mdt of excess Firm Transportation Capacity on the Dominion

Pipeline.  Corning shall make all efforts to release the excess
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capacity and shall be subject to an imputation of revenue from

the sale of the excess capacity regardless of Corning Gas’

success in making said sale.

For the period September 1, 2002 through August 31, 2003 an

imputation of $200,000 shall be made at the time of the GAC

reconciliation.  For the periods of September 1, 2003 through

August 1, 2004 and September 1, 2004 through August 31, 2005 an

imputation of $250,000 shall be made at the time of each GAC

reconciliation.  For the period of September 1, 2005 through

March 31, 2006 an imputation of $195,000 shall be made at the

time of the GAC reconciliation.  Appendix A, Schedule G.

To the extent Corning Gas is able to release additional

capacity, in excess of the previously identified annual

imputations, the Signatory Parties agree that the Company should

be allowed to retain 15% of revenues achieved from release of

capacity in excess of the annual imputations contained in

Appendix A, Schedule G.  Because a portion of Corning Gas’

existing capacity portfolio relates to customers who migrated to

transportation service after April 1, 1996 (post-aggregation),

revenue from release of that specific capacity is not subject to

sharing pursuant to previous Commission Policy2.   Since it could

                    
2  Cases 97-G-1380, et al., In the Matter of Issues Associated
with the Future of the Natural Gas Industry and the Role of
Local Gas Distribution Companies,  Order Concerning Assignment
of Capacity, at p. 3 (issued and effective March 24, 1999).
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become arguable which specific capacity was released in order to

meet the annual imputations and which was in excess, the

Signatory Parties agree that Corning be granted waiver of the

above noted Commission Policy on sharing for capacity release

revenues for the term of this agreement.

The Signatory Parties also agree that Corning Gas will hire

a consultant, in consultation with Staff and Bath Electric Gas &

Water Systems, to assist it in its asset management and gas

procurement functions, as described below and at a cost not

greater than $30,000.  The consultant’s primary focus will be to

evaluate the Company’s current asset management and gas

procurement functions, make recommendations for internal

changes, and to assist in the training of Corning Gas personnel

involved in these functions.  The consultant will also be

involved in making recommendations for future outsourcing of

these functions, if deemed necessary.  Corning Gas will be

allowed to recoup fees up to but not exceeding $30,000 (on a one

time basis) against its GAC imputation for the time period

September 1, 2002 through August 31, 2003.

The Signatory Parties agree that ongoing communication

between Staff and the Company on asset management and gas

procurement issues is important.  Therefore, Corning Gas agrees

to continue to follow the Communication Protocol established in

Case 00-G-0354 as modified in Appendix B.
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C. Gas Safety

The Signatory Parties agree that gas safety is an important

issue.  To further Corning Gas’ efforts to maintain a safe

system, Corning Gas agrees to follow the provisions of the Gas

Safety Plan established in Appendix D.

In the first rate year, the Company shall develop a written

Quality Assurance (QA) Program, acceptable to both Staff and

Corning Gas that outlines the assessment standards and process

and the reporting requirements.  In the second rate year,

Corning Gas shall implement the program and specify and complete

a scheduled number of focused QA assessments.  This time frame

will be extended by the amount of time used in any mediation or

deferral petition described below.

It is the intent of Corning Gas and Staff that the QA

Program will not require significant additional financial or

staffing resources, but is a formalization of Corning Gas’

present QA program. Should Corning Gas, after agreement on the

details of the QA Program and prior to the implementation of the

QA Program, find that the QA Program would result in it

incurring incremental costs not provided for in this JP, Staff

and Corning Gas shall meet to determine whether the QA Program

may be modified to mitigate such incremental impacts.  Any party

may request mediation on this issue.
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If Corning Gas and Staff cannot agree on modifications to

the QA Program to mitigate incremental impacts, Corning Gas may

petition the Commission for deferral of its incremental costs

incurred in implementing the QA Program that are not provided

for in this Joint Proposal.  The QA Program will commence

following the Signatory Parties’ agreement and/or approval of a

deferral petition.

Corning Natural Gas Corporation

By:

Staff of the Department of Public Service

By:

August 26, 2002






















































































































